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Shugosha VI

Shugosha VI is the sixth planet in the Shugosha System; it is part of the Yamatai Star Empire.

About Shugosha VI

Shugosha VI was discovered and explored by the Fifth Expeditionary Fleet in YE 29. As of YE 42
exploration is ongoing.

Statistics for Shugosha VI
Type Gas Giant

PAINT Station No
Facilities and Bases No

Colony No
Population 0

Moons 73

Places to Salvage and Explore

The planet itself is suitable for gas extraction, but most of the interesting places on the planet are
actually on its moons.

Moons of Shugosha VI

Of Shugosha VI's seventy-odd moons, almost all of them are irregular, tiny, ferrous asteroids. It has three
regular, massive moons:

Shugosha VIa

A massive, lopsided spheroid of rock as big as all of the other rocky planets in the system together,
Shugosha VIa's surface is markedly free of impacts, owing to its position close to the gas giant and
protected by so many other moons. Because of the incredible tidal forces at work, Shugosha VIa is tidally
locked, and the part closest to the planet is much thicker and denser than the far side, giving it a bulging
appearance.

Shugosha VIb

A massive, frozen moon with an ocean of saltwater slush speckled with freshwater icebergs, Shugosha
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VIb is warmer than expected due to a highly radioactive core. The Nitrogen-Xenon-Oxygen-Argon
atmosphere is breathable in composition, but requires filtering out radioactive particles. The saline heavy
water absorbs much of the highest energy radiation, but exposure precautions other than filters must be
taken such as dense, reflective clothing and polarized, mirrored eye protection. It has two subsatellites,
Shugosha VIb1 and Shugosha VIb2, both rocky moons, the inner, larger one tidally locked.

Shugosha VIc

Because of a powerful, but glancing impact in the Shugosha System's distant past, the outermost of
Shugosha VI's regular moons spins at incredible speed. The angular momentum has flattened the moon
into a highly oblate spheroid. Despite the moon's relatively large size, the rotational velocity is such that
landing on it is nearly impossible.

Orbital Assets

The Star Army of Yamatai established a "Guriddo" Defense System as part of the Shugosha System
Defense Plan laid out by Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko in YE 42. The system includes:

20 Ke-H5-W3200 "Kyouheki" Defense Platforms each typically controls two Ke-H5-M3200 "Nesuto"
Docking Platforms, but can handle more.

10 Ke-H5-M3200 "Nesuto" Docking Platforms each with 18 Ke-H5-W3201 "Suzumebachi"
Attack Drones

180 Ke-H5-W3201 "Suzumebachi" Attack Drones

Shugosha VI has no communications network.

OOC Notes

Yuuki created this article on 2020/02/28 09:32.

It was approved by Wes in this post.
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